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THE OBJECT of this paper is to clarify (and in certain cases correct) Wall’s work on the classi- 
fication of almost-closed (s - 1)-connected (2s + 1)-manifolds. (A compact manifold is 
almost-closed if its boundary is a homotopy sphere.) In a long series of papers in this 
journal [ll ; I-VI], Wall classified such manifolds up to diffeomorphism and also computed 
the cobordism group A, “+’ of such manifolds. We will give a straightforward calculation of 
the groups AS2’+l for s = 0 mod 4 which differs from Wall’s result when s = 4. In fact, 
THEOREM 1. For s G 0 mod 8 and s = 4, ASZS+l = Z2 + Zz. For s = 4 mod 8, s # 4, 
AS 
2s+l =Z 
2. 
Now let 02’ be the group of Zs-dimensionaf homotopy spheres. There is u boundary 
homomorphism d: As2*‘l + g2’. We can compute this map for s = 4 (using results of [3]). 
In particular, we wiIl prove (contradicting [l 1; Vl, pp. 294-2961). 
PROPOSITION 2. The MiInor pairing 
T: n,(SO(j)) x n,(S0(4)) - 0 8 
is not bilinear. 
The outline of the argument for Theorem 1 is as follows. Let J,: x,(SU(s)) + n2,(Ss) 
be the usual J-homomorphism, s E 0 mod 4. For each manifold M2”’ (almost closed and 
(s - 1)-connected) we define an invariant Q(M) E ~~~(9). If we factor out a certain in- 
determinacy subgroup D, of ACHE, we obtain a homomorphism Y from AS2’+l to 
n2,(SS)/D,. This function is injective and its image is (im J,)/D, Now im J, = Z, + Z, + Z, 
(s s 0 mod g) or Z, + Z, (s E 4 mod S), while D, = Z, (s # 4) or 0 (s = 4). Thus AS2’+l 
is as stated. 
Our arguments are homotopy-theoretic and avoid certain geometric subtleties present in 
111; I-VI]. We hope this paper shows that the study of highly-connected cobordism is a 
tractable and interesting theory. 
$1. THE INVARIANT 0 
Let M be an oriented, almost-closed, (s - 1)-connected manifold of dimension 2s + 1, 
where s E 0 mod 4. Let X be the first obstruction to the stable parallelizability of M; thus 
X lies in W(M; ~c,_~(SO)) = H’(M; Z). We claim there is a map f: M + S’ such that 
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f*(c) = X, where c is the generator of H’(S’; Z). Indeed, the obstructions to the existence 
ofsuch a map lie in Hj(XI; zj_,(Ss)).j 2 s f 2, and these groups are zero by connectivity and 
duality. Now let i: .S”- 51 be the inclusion of the boundary into M. The composite fi 
represents an element of the homotopv _ group rrls(Ss). We define Q(M) to be the subset 
of n,,(Y) of all elements of the forfi, wheref*(c) = X. Note that sincefis not necessarily 
unique, @(M) has an “ indeterminacy”; i.e. it may consist of more than one element. 
We investigate this indeterminacy of @(Al). First let !\I = M(a, 6) be a manifold 
formed by plumbing an (s + I)-disk bundle over S’ with an s-disk bundle over S’+i, 
where a E rrJ-i(SO(s + 1)) and b E x5(SO(s)) are the characteristic maps of the bundles. Let 
h,: Sj + M be the inclusion of Sj into M, j = s, s + 1. Note that there is a homomorphism 
J: TI,_i (SO(s + 1)) --t ilzs (Y+‘). Then the homotopy class of the inclusion of the boundary 
i: Szs 4 M is (see $7) 
4 “Y + 4cr oJ(a) + [h,, &+I1 
where y E ~~~(9) and the brackets denote Whitehead product. 
Let g E TI,_ ,(SO(s + 1)) = Z be the generator. Note that if the element a is a k-fold 
multiple of g, then f: M(a, 6) -+ S’ must have degree k on the s-sphere contained in M. 
However, there are two choices for f on Ssil 5 M: either fi s”’ is trivial or fl .Y+r = q, 
the non-zero element of rr,+ i(.S). Iffi .S’+t is trivial, then 
f i = (ke,) 0 y, 
where e,: S’ -+ S’ is the identity. 
(Note: (ke,) 0 y # ky, in general. See $5.) 
Iffl Ss+’ is non-trivial, then 
f i = (ke,) 0 y + 9 3 J(kg) + [ke,, 71. 
The difference of these two elements of rr2,(SS) is 
X-(q oJ(g) + [e, ( 71). 
Let D, = q oJ(g) + [e,, a]. Note that D, is independent of M and that 20, = 0. Thus for a 
plumbed manifold, O(M) contains either one or two elements; if two, they differ by D,. 
We now consider the image of @ for a plumbed manifold. Let 1,: rr,(SO(s)) -+ rczs(Ss) 
be the J-homomorphism. 
LEMMA 1.1. For the plumbed manifold M(kg, b), (ke,) 3 J(b) E Q(M). 
LEMMA 1.2. The elements D, and (ke,) 0 J(b) are in im J,. 
We defer proofs of these lemmas to $6 and $7. 
THEOREM 1.3. For any M, O(M) contains at most two elements and is a subset of image 
J,: n,(SO(s)) -+ ?cz,(Ss). If@(M) has two elements, they d$er by D,. 
Proof of 1.3. Let fj ,j = 1, 2, . be maps from A4 to S’ withf,*(c) = X. Using the process 
of surgery on a map, we may simplify M by a sequence of s-dimensional surgeries until it 
has the homotopy type of S’ v S’“, in which case (since we are in the “stable range”) 
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it will be a plumbed manifold N [4]. The maps J correspond to maps A.‘: N -* S”. Since 
all the surgeries are performed away from the boundary, we have fji = fj’i’, where i 
(resp. i’) is the inclusion of the boundary into M(resp. X). Thus Q(M) E O(N) for some 
plumbed manifold N. But by the above lemmas, the theorem holds for a plumbed manifold, 
and it therefore is true for any M. 
52. THE HOMOMORF’HIS~l ‘+‘: A,“+ ’ +nLr(Ss)/D, 
Let p : ~~~(57) --+ ~2s(Ss)/Ds be the projection. If we define Y(M) as p(O(M)), then 
Y(M) is a well-defined element of n,,(S)‘/D,. Clearly Y(M + N) = Y(M) + Y(N), where 
addition of almost-closed manifolds is connected sum along the boundary. In this section 
we define the cobordism group A,2’c1 and show Y determines a homomorphism from 
A 5 “+I to n,,(S)/ D,. 
Let M and N be oriented, almost-closed, (s - I)-connected (2s +- 1)-manifolds. Follow- 
ing Wall, we say M and N are cobordant if there is an oriented (s - 1)-connected manifold 
Wzsf2 with corners separating d W into three parts with closures M, -N, and an h-co- 
bordism between dM and dN. The set of cobordism classes forms a group As2’+’ under the 
operation of connected sum along the boundary. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. If M and N are cobordant, then Y(M) = Y(N). Hence Y determines 
a homomorphism from A12s+1 to n2,(Ss)/D,. 
Prooj: Let W be an (s - I)-connected cobordism between M and N. Since, by duality, 
Hi( W, M) = 0 if i # s, s + 1, s + 2, ( W, M) has a relative handle decomposition with handles 
of dimensions s, s + 1, and s + 2 only. Let V be the union of M and the handles of dimensions 
5.r + 1. Thus d V = M u M,, where M, is (s - 1)-connected. Let X(Y) be the obstruction 
to stable parallelizability of V. Since H’(V) = 0 for i 2 s + 2, there is a map F: Y-+ S” 
with F*(c) = X(V), Let f = Fj M and fi = FI M,. Then f *(c) = X(M) and fi*(c) = X(M,). 
Since a?’ contains an h-cobordism between dM and aM,, we see that fi = fiil in rrzJ(Ss). 
(Here i and i, are the inclusions of the boundary into M and M,). Thus Y(M) = Y(M,). 
Now let I’, be the union of M, and the (s + 2)-handles of W. Thus al’, = M, u N. 
Then H,(Vl, N) = 0 if i # s, so the previous argument applies to show Y(N) = Y(M,) = 
Y(M). 
83. THE ISOMORPHISM A,“+ ‘ - (im J,)/D‘ 
We will show 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Y: Aszsfl -+ n,,(Ss)/D, is injectice. 
Proof. Assume first that X(M) is non-zero mod 2, so the indeterminacy of Q(M) is D,. 
Then Y(M) = 0 implies 0 E 0(M). Thus there is a map f: A4 -+ S’ withf*(c) = X such that 
fi = 0. Let M* be the closed topological manifold M vi Cone Szs. Then f extends to 
F: M* --+ S’. We may assume that F maps the non-smooth part of M* to a point disjoint 
from the basepoint p of S’ and that f] M is smooth and transverse regular to p. Then 
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N = F-‘(p) is a smooth. closed. (s + 1)-dimensional submanifold of M with trivial normal 
bundle. Note that :V represents the homology class dual to X. Using ambient surgery, we may 
assume N is some exotic sphere 1. In these dimensions. every exotic (s + 1)-sphere embeds 
in Euclidean space R”- ’ with trivial normal bundle (see below). Thus we may choose an 
embedding of -E (with trivial normal bundle) into some small open disk inside M - IV. 
Taking the connected sum of the embedding of Z with the embedding of -X. we obtain 
an embedding of the standard sphere S’*i with trivial normal bundle. Performing surgery 
on this sphere yields a manifold .LI’ with X(M’) = 0. Then a sequence of s-dimensional 
surgeries reduces .Cf’ to a disk. Thus the trace W of these surgeries provides an (s - l)- 
connected cobordism of :LI to a disk. 
If X(M) is zero mod 2, take the connected sum of M with the plumbed manifold N = 
N(g, 0). Since N is cobordant to zero (we may do surgery on the (s + 1)-sphere, which has 
trivial normal bundle), it is enough to show M + :V is cobordant to zero. By Lemma 1.1, 
0 E a(N). Thus 0 = Y( M + N) and the previous argument applies to M + N. 
Combining Proposition 3.1 with the results of $1 and $2, we obtain 
THEOREM 3.2. Y determines an isomorphism from AJZsT1 to (im J,)/O,. 
Remark. We have used the fact that every exotic sphere Is+’ embeds in RZsfl with 
trivial normal bundle, s = 0 mod 4. Now by [5] every X’+i does embed in Rzsil, and its 
normal bundle must be fiber homotopy trivial [lo]. Thus if x E TC,(SO(S)) is the characteristic 
map of the normal bundle, we have J,(x) = 0. But by Proposition 4.1 below, J, is injective, 
s z 0 mod 4. Hence x = 0 and the normal bundle is trivial. 
54. EVALUATION OF im J, AND D, 
We complete the computation of Aszsfl by showing 
PROPOSITION 4.1. im J, = 2, + Z, + Z, (s E 0 mod 8) or Z, + Z, (s E 4 mod 8). 
Moreover, J, is injectice. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. D, # 0 (s # 4). D4 = 0. 
Proof of 4.1. According to [9], n,(.SO(s)) = (Z,)’ or (Z,)’ for s 5 0 or 4 mod 8, re- 
spectively. Thus we need only show J, is injective. We will choose generators of n,(SO(s)) 
and show their images under J are linearly independent. Assume s = 0 mod 8. (The case 
s = 4 mod 8 is similar but easier.) Let x, be an element of rt,(SO(s)) whose stable suspension 
EOxi generates rc,(SO). Let x2 be an element whose first suspension E’x, is the character- 
istic map of the tangent bundle of .S’+’ in rc,(.SO(s f 1)). Let x3 be dq,, where qs generates 
n,+i(S’) and d is the boundary map in the exact homotopy sequence of the fibration 
SO(s) - SO(s + 1) - S’. 
Let yi = J(xi). Suppose a,y, + a, yz + a3 y, = 0, ai E Z, . Taking the stable suspension of 
this equation, we have alEmy = 0. Since Fyi = J(E”x,) # 0 [l], we have a, = 0. Now take 
the first suspension of a2 y, + a,y, = 0. We obtain a2 E ‘y2 = 0. Since the tangent bundle of 
S ‘+I is not fiber homotopy trivial, a2 = 0. Thus we need only show y, # 0. There is a 
commutative diagram 
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where P(4) = [e,, $1. According to [6], [e,, q,] # 0 (s = 0 mod 4). Thus 
J(aq,) = [e,, q,] # 0, s = 0 mod 4, (4.3) 
which proves Proposition 4.1. 
Proof of 4.2. First suppose s # 4, 8. We use the following formula of [2]: if scan, 
and /I E n,(Y), then 
E”j 0 E% = E”a 0 EPP. 
Let a = q3 be the generator of rc,(S3) = Z, . Let g’ E rrs_,(SO(s - 3)) be the 4-fold de- 
suspension ofg (which exists ifs 2 12 [9]) and let p = J(g’) E TI~~-~(S~-~). Then the formula 
becomes 
E3J(g’) D )?zs-, = tls o J(g). 
Now from the commutative diagram 
n,- 1 W(s)) 
‘I,- I* 
- G-O(~)) 
! J I J 
91.-L* 
712s-,(V - ~2,W> 
together with the relation EJ = i: JE, we see 
vs 0 J(g) = Jh- ,4E3g’N = J(E’rl,- rkfN> s ~4, 8. (4.4) 
Now if s = 4 mod 8, rr,(SO(s - 3)) = 0. Thus qs_i.(g’) = 0, so qr = J(g) = 0. Since by 
(4.3) [e,, q,] # 0, D, # 0, s 3 4 mod 8, s # 4. 
If s = 0 mod 8, then E”(qs 0 J(g)) # 0, by Adams [l], while a Whitehead product 
vanishes under E. Hence E”D, # 0, so D, # 0. 
Finally, if s = 4, the kernel of E’: rc,(S’) + ?r,(S’) is Z, ~ generated by q4 o J(g) 
(see [7]). But [e4, q4] # 0 and vanishes under E’, so q4 o J(g) = [e,, r].J. Hence D, = 0. 
55. ON 3-CONNECTED 9-MAMFOLDS 
We have shown that Y provides an isomorphism of Ad9 onto im J4 = Z, + Z2. 
The plumbing construction defines a function 
u: rr3(SO(5)) x n,(S0(4)) + Aa9. 
Composing U with the boundary homomorphism a: Ad9 +08 yields the Milnor pairing 
T: n3(SO(5)) x 7r,(SO(4)) -+Os. 
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PROPOSITION 5.1. U is not bilinear. 
Proof: Let q: S7 --t S be the Hopf map. Consider the element y = q 2 ryi of ns(S’). 
Let H: xs(SJ) ---L x,(S’) be the generalized Hopf invariant. Then HO,) = q,. 
We use the formula 
to calculate 
(Ze,) oy = (e, + e,) 0 J’ = J + J’ + [e,. e4] 3 q7 
= [e4. e&l 0 k 
since y is of order 2. Now consider the plumbed manifold M(Zg, x), where g is the generator 
of n,(SO(j)) and x E ;r,(SO(4)) satisfies J(x) = p’. Then by Lemma 1.1, Y(M) = [e, , e,] 0 q, 
As [e4, e,] 0 q7 # 0. AI is non-zero in A,9 and U is not bilinear. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. T is not bilinear. 
Proof. In [3], we computed the obstruction to closing an almost-closed, 3-connected 
nine manifold. In particular, we showed that if [e,, e,] 0 ~7~ = Y(M). then dM is not the 
standard sphere. Hence T is not bilinear. 
56. PROOF OF LEMMA 1.2 
Ifs # 4 or 8, D, is in im J, by (4.3) and (4.4); D, = 0. Ifs = 8, consider E”: ~1~~ (9) + 
n, = the s-stem. It is easy to see (using the EHP sequence, for example) that kernel E” has 
order 4, at most. But in $4 we exhibited a subgroup Zz + Zz of im J n ker E”. Hence 
ker E” G im J. Let g” E rr,_,(SO(s)) be the l-fold desuspension of g. Then q7s 0J(g&J(g”) 0 
qzs_i E ker E” E im 1, and J(g”) 0 q2s-l E im J by the commutative diagram of $4. Hence 
q5 o J(g) E im J. Together with (4.3) this shows D, is in im J, for all s. 
Now consider J : n,(SO(q)) + n,+,(F). We show 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Zf p 5 2q - 3, im J is closed under the action of (Ice,), . 
Proof: Let H: np+,&Sq) --t T[~+~ (Szq-‘) be the generalized Hopf invariant. Then the 
formula 
((k + k’)e,) 0 J(b) = (ke,) oJ(b) + (k’e,) 0 J(b) + kk’[e,, e4] 0 H(J(b)) 
shows it is sufficient to prove [e,, e4] 0 H(J(b)) E im J. Now H(J(b)) is some element x E 
r$+&S ‘,-l). If p 5 Zq - 3, we may desuspend x to J E rrP(S4-‘). Then the diagram 
nq- I(so(q)) L 7gsm)) 
I J J 
TI 2q-l(sq) A 
! 
Qrq(S4) 
together with the relation [eq, eq] = P(e,) =.i(Ze,), proves the proposition and finishes the 
proof of Lemma 1.2. 
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$7. ON PLUMBED ~M.kFXFOLDS 
We verify certain facts about plumbed manifolds which we have used in this paper. 
Let M” = M (a, 6) be a plumbed manifold, a E n,_,(SO(q)). b E rr,_,(SO(p)), 2 I p <q 
p + q = n. Let hi: Sj -+ M be the inclusion of Sj into Ji, j = p, q, and let i: S”-’ + M be 
the inclusion of the boundary. Then M has the homotopy type of Sp v Sq. Since 
rr”_,(SP v sq) = ii,_*(Y) + r&r(Y) + Z([h,. h,]), 
we have 
(*) i=h,~x,+hq~xq+m[h,,hq],xj~7C,_,(Sj),m~Z. 
We claim xq = J(a). To see this, let M * be the closed topological manifold M vi en, where 
e” is an n-cell. Let N be the normal disk bundle of Sp E M*. If we collapse M*-interior N 
to a point, we obtain a map F: M* + T(N) where T(N) is the Thorn complex of N. Since N 
has characteristic map a, T(N) has a cell decomposition of the form Sq u,(~) e”. (This was 
originally stated by Milnor; see [I] for a proof.) Note that F has degree one in dimensions 
q and n. 
Let f = FI M. By cellular approximation, we may assume f: M --) Sq.. Consider the 
commutative diagram 
n,(M*, M) - n,-,(M) 
I F. 
71”(sq u e”, sq) - %-l(S4). 
By the relative Hurewicz theorem the left-hand groups are infinite cyclic and F* is an iso- 
morphism. It follows easily that 
f*(i) = J(a). 
Since f 1 Sp is null homotopic (p < q) and f 1 Sq has degree one, 
xq = f*(i) = J(u) 
as claimed. 
A similar argument shows there is a map f’: M -+ Sp with f’l Sp of degree one and 
withy*(i) = J(b). This does not show xp = J(b) since f’ j Sq may be non-trivial (although it is 
trivial if b is a suspension). In any case, however, the existence off’ verifies Lemma 1 .l 
for k = 1. If k # 1, we need only compose f’ with (ke,): Sp -+ Sp. 
Finally, we remark that the coefficient of [hp, hq] in equation (*) is f 1. This follows 
from Poincart duality and [8]. 
88. COMMENTS 
(1) Wall’s mistake in the computation of Ab9 occurs at [l 1; III, p. 2991. He implicitly 
assumes that his map F,,‘: x3(SO(5)) --t 7rq(SO(4)) satisfies F,,‘(g) # dq4. 
(2) In connection with the Milnor pairing xp_L(SO(q)) x n,_,(SO(p)) +Op+q-l, we 
point out that there is a related pairing r,(SO(q)) x x,(.70(p)) +Op+q+l which is bilinear. 
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(3) It is not true in general that X(.tl) = 0 mod 2 implies .LI = 0 in A,“*‘. This shows 
that the proof of Theorem 10 of [ll; VI]. for example. is not correct as it stands. 
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